Assignment of the outer-membrane-subunit-selective domain of the membrane fusion protein in the tripartite xenobiotic efflux pump of Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
Early in vivo experiments revealed that the MexA-MexB dipartite pump unit of Pseudomonas aeruginosa conferred drug resistance to the cells, which expressed OprM, but not to the OprN-bearing cells. While the MexE-MexF unit interplayed with either the outer membrane subunits. Taking advantage of this subunit selectivity, we selected the MexA mutant that gained the ability to interplay with OprN. Four mutants have been isolated and all showed an amino acid substitution (Q116R) in the coiled-coil domain of MexA. The hybrid protein bearing the coiled-coil domain of MexA and the remainder domains from MexE retained the ability to interplay with OprM, but lost the functional interplay with OprN. These results established that the coiled-coil domain of the membrane fusion protein is responsible for selecting the compatible outer membrane subunit.